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Britestream Multicoloured LED light can 
produce a multitude of different colours 
without the need for coloured lenses. The 
light’s multicoloured combinations are 
easily programmed via its light switch. 

Britestream LED Light utilises energy 
efficient super bright LED’s and operates 
on only 15 watts of energy.

the electrical power of a halogen light

use retrofit connector
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Technical Specifications

Dimensions
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Warranty
BriteStream LED lights are covered by a comprehensive 12 month warranty.

Easily replace your existing pool halogen lights.
BriteStream Light can easily replace an existing halogen light, slashing 
your pool light electrical power requirements by 85%. BriteStream LED 
Replacement Kit is supplied with a Retro�t Connector (IP68) and an 
Universal Pool Light Adaptor.

Retrofit Connector (IP68)  
Easy to use Retro�t Connector, simply crimp both connections 
with the splice connectors, slide the cable sleeve over the 
connection and hand tighten the gland nuts. 

Cable sleeve

Splice connectors

Pool light cable

Gland nut with O’ring

Universal Pool Light Adaptor 
The Universal Pool Light Adaptor is 
designed to adapt the Britestream to 
the following light �ttings.

Super Bright 
Super bright energy saving LED’s, which 
operate on only 15 watts of energy, which is 
15% of the electrical power of a hologen light.

Long Life 
BriteStream LED has a life span of over 
70,000 hours, which is equivalent to over 
30 years of illumination. (Based on 6 hours 
usage per day).

Superior Construction 
BriteStream’s LED’s are totally enclosed in 
a waterproof Polycarbonate housing.

Built-in Heat Management 
The LED’s heat output is automatically 
managed by its electronic circuitry.

Pool Cleaner Shield 
Improves the aesthetics of the installation 
and prevents the pool cleaner’s skirt from 
being trapped behind the light.

Slotted Rims 
Assists heat dissipation, as well as 
permitting water circulation.

Innovative Lens 
Its innovative polycarbonate lens cools 
the LED’s and provides a uniform 
diffusion of light.
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The Britestream Multicoloured LED light is cleverly designed with a built 
in colour memory, which means that the light’s multicoloured LED’s will 
simply default to its last colour selection. Nine different colour programs 
are available:
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